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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery of a new two-image gravitational lens system, CLASS B2319]051, from the
Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey. Radio imaging with the Very Large Array (VLA) and Multielement Radiolinked Interferometer Network (MERLIN) shows two compact components with a Ñux density ratio of
^5 : 1, separated by 1A. 36. Observations with the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) resolve each of the
radio components into a pair of parity-reversed subcomponents. Hubble Space T elescope observations
with the Near-Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer (NICMOS) show a bright elliptical
galaxy (G1) coincident with the radio position, and a second irregular galaxy (G2) 3A. 4 to the northwest.
Previous spectroscopic studies have indicated that these galaxies are at di†erent redshifts (z \ 0.624,
z \ 0.588). Infrared counterparts to the lensed radio components are not detected in theG1
NICMOS
G2
image,
and the source redshift has not yet been determined. Preliminary mass modeling based on the
VLBA subcomponent data indicates that the lensing potential includes a strong external shear contribution. A VLA monitoring program is currently being undertaken to measure the di†erential time delay.
Key words : gravitational lensing
1.

INTRODUCTION

a Ñat cosmological model with ) \ 0.7 (Koopmans &
" rate in a systematic
Fassnacht 1999). Third, the lensing
survey can place upper limits on the cosmological constant
(Turner, Ostriker, & Gott 1984 ; Turner 1990). Recent
analyses favor ) ¹ 0.65 for Ñat cosmologies (Kochanek
"
1996 ; Falco, Kochanek,
& Mun8 oz 1998 ; Quast & Helbig
1999).
Sources in the Ðrst two phases of CLASS were selected
from the 87GB 5 GHz catalog (Gregory & Condon 1991),
with S º 25 mJy and spectral index a º [0.5 (where S P
5
l
la) between
5 GHz and the 327 MHz Westerbork Northern
Sky Survey (WENSS ; Rengelink et al. 1997) or the 365
MHz Texas Survey (Douglas et al. 1996). Recently, the
sources in the CLASS sample were reselected using the 5
GHz GB6 catalog (Gregory et al. 1996) and the 1.4 GHz
NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS ; Condon et al. 1998), with
a 5 GHz cuto† of 30 mJy and spectral index a º [0.5
between 1.4 and 5 GHz. Spectral selection helps make
CLASS a powerful and efficient lens survey. The Ñatspectrum CLASS sample is dominated by sources with
intrinsically compact morphologies, which eases the identiÐcation of lenses and simpliÐes calculations of the statistical
lensing rate. Furthermore, compact sources tend to be variable, thereby making possible the measurement of time
delays from the light curves of lensed images.
The CLASS sample was observed using the Very Large
Array (VLA) in A conÐguration at 8.4 GHz, which o†ers a
resolution of ^250 mas. Observations of 3C 286 were used
to set the Ñux density scale. The VLA data were calibrated
in the Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS) and
mapped using an automated script within the imaging

The Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey (CLASS ; Myers et al.
1995, 1999) seeks to discover new cases of gravitational
lensing among Ñat-spectrum radio sources and ultimately
produce the largest and best-studied sample of radioselected lenses. CLASS builds on the success of the JodrellVLA Astrometric Survey (JVAS ; Patnaik et al. 1992 ;
Browne et al. 1998 ; Wilkinson et al. 1998 ; King et al. 1999)
and extends the search to weaker Ñux densities. The gravitational lens systems discovered by JVAS and CLASS are
powerful tools for investigating a wide range of astrophysical and cosmological problems. First, arcsecond-scale
lenses directly probe the inner several kiloparsecs of galaxies at intermediate redshift (Kochanek 1991) and can
place vital constraints on their mass distributions. These
studies indicate that the mass proÐles of early-type lensing
galaxies are close to isothermal (e.g., Kochanek et al. 1995 ;
Cohn et al. 2001 ; Rusin & Ma 2001). Second, measured
time delays between the images of a lensed source, when
combined with a well-constrained mass model, allow for a
determination of the Hubble constant (Refsdal 1964). Thus
far time delays have been measured for seven gravitational
lens systems (Schechter et al. 1997 ; Kundic et al. 1997 ;
Lovell et al. 1998 ; Wisotzki et al. 1998 ; Biggs et al. 1999 ;
Fassnacht et al. 1999b ; Koopmans et al. 2000) and favor a
Hubble constant of H \ 74 ^ 8 km s ~1 Mpc ~1, assuming
0
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
1 Also Kapteyn Astronomical Institute, Postbus 800, NL-9700 AV
Groningen, Netherlands.
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package DIFMAP (Shepherd 1997). The data were then
modeled with Gaussian components, which provides a
quantitative description of the observed radio morphology.
Sources modeled with multiple compact components are
selected as preliminary lens candidates. These candidates
are followed up with high-resolution radio observations
using the Multielement Radio-linked Interferometer
Network (MERLIN ; resolution ^50 mas at 5 GHz) and
then the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA ; resolution ^5
mas at 5 GHz) for the few surviving sources. The vast
majority of the lens candidates are rejected on surface
brightness and morphological grounds and are instead
shown to be core-jet sources. Candidates survive the radio
Ðlter if their components have compact or correlated structure at the milliarcsecond scale. These are then followed
up further with optical and/or near-infrared imaging and
spectroscopy.
CLASS survey observations of over 13,000 sources were
conducted in four phases (CLASS 1È4) from spring 1994 to
summer 1999 and are now complete. The Ðrst phase of
CLASS observations (CLASS 1) has yielded Ðve new lens
systems : B0128]437 (Phillips et al. 2000), B0712]472
(Jackson et al. 1998), B1600]434 (Jackson et al. 1995),
B1608]656 (Myers et al. 1995), and B1933]503 (Sykes et
al. 1998). The second series of observations (CLASS 2) has
produced another Ðve lenses : B0739]366 (Marlow et al.
2001), B1127]385 (Koopmans et al. 1999), B1555]375
(Marlow et al. 1999b), B2045]265 (Fassnacht et al. 1999a),
and the one presented in this paper, B2319]051. Two additional lens systems have recently been discovered during the
third phase of CLASS observations (CLASS 3) :
B1152]199 and B1359]154 (Myers et al. 1999 ; Rusin et
al. 2000). Radio follow-up observations of the remaining
CLASS 3 and CLASS 4 candidates are nearly complete.
Here we report the discovery of a new two-image gravitational lens from CLASS 2 : B2319]051. In ° 2 we describe
radio observations of the system with the VLA, MERLIN
and VLBA. Section 3 presents near-infrared imaging with
the Hubble Space T elescope (HST ). Preliminary mass modeling of B2319]051 is described in ° 4. Section 5 summarizes our results and discusses future work.
2.

RADIO OBSERVATIONS

B2319]051 was observed on 1995 August 13 during the
second phase of the CLASS survey observations. The 8.4
GHz discovery snapshot map has an rms noise of 330 kJy
beam~1 and is displayed in Figure 1. The source consists of
two compact components with Ñux densities of 27.4 ^ 0.3
mJy (component A) and 5.0 ^ 0.3 mJy (component B) in a
north-south orientation, separated by 1A. 36. Follow-up VLA
1.4, 5, 8.4, and 15 GHz A conÐguration observations were
performed on 1999 July 29 to investigate the spectral
properties of the radio components. The Ñux density scale
was set by observations of the calibrator source
J2355]498. The VLA data sets were calibrated in AIPS
using the standard procedure and analyzed in DIFMAP. In
each case the visibility data were Ðtted to a pair of compact
Gaussian components using several iterations of modelÐtting and phase-only self-calibration (solution interval of
0.5 minutes). The component Ñux densities are given in
Table 1, and the radio spectra are plotted in Figure 2. The
radio spectra exhibit striking similarity, with overall spectral indices between 1.4 and 15 GHz of a15 \ [0.66 ^ 0.01
1.4
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A

B

FIG. 1.ÈVLA 8.4 GHz discovery snapshot observation of B2319]051
taken 1995 August 29. The lowest contour is at ^3% of the map peak of
26.3 mJy beam~1, and contour levels increase by factors of 2. The synthesized beam is 0A. 276 ] 0A. 219 at 17¡.4. The data have been naturally
weighted.

(A) and a15 \ [0.61 ^ 0.05 (B), respectively. This argues
1.4identiÐcation of A and B as either two indepenagainst the
dent quasars or components of a core-jet structure.
However, nearly identical radio spectra would be expected
for images of a gravitationally lensed source.
MERLIN 5 GHz observations of B2319]051 were performed on 1996 December 26 for a total integration time of
1 hr and again on 1998 February 24 for 9 hr to improve the

A

B

FIG. 2.ÈComponent radio spectra based on the VLA 1.4, 5, 8.4, and 15
GHz data of 1999 July 29.
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TABLE 1
DATA FOR THE 1999 JULY 29 OBSERVATION
Component
A ...........
B ...........

S

1.4
70.8 ^ 0.3
14.5 ^ 0.3

S
5
55.8 ^ 0.1
10.8 ^ 0.1

S
8.4
25.5 ^ 0.1
5.3 ^ 0.1

S
15
14.8 ^ 0.4
3.4 ^ 0.4

NOTE.ÈVLA Component Flux Densities in millijanksys at 1.4, 5, 8.4,
and 15 GHz. Errors in the Ñux densities are taken to be equal to the rms
noise of the respective maps.

surface brightness sensitivity. Observations of 3C 286 were
used to set the Ñux density scale. The data were calibrated in
AIPS and imaged in DIFMAP by repeating a cycle of
cleaning and phase-only self-calibration, starting with long
solution intervals (40 minutes) and gradually decreasing to
a minimum interval of 2 minutes. Once the model had sufficiently converged, an amplitude self-calibration was performed using a solution interval of 30 minutes. The Ðnal
map has an rms noise of 70 kJy beam~1 and is shown in
Figure 3. The data were modeled by two compact Gaussian
components with Ñux densities of 44.0 ^ 0.1 mJy (A) and
8.8 ^ 0.1 mJy (B). No further emission was detected down
to the 3 p level of the maps. The compactness of each radio
component in the MERLIN map o†ers further evidence for
the lensing hypothesis.
VLBA 5 GHz observations of B2319]051 were performed on 1997 August 3. The observations were obtained
using Ðve separate snapshots, each of seven minutes duration, over a range of hour angles to synthesize uv coverage.
The system was reobserved at 5 GHz on 2000 September 18
for 11 hr to improve the sensitivity. In each case, phase
referencing was implemented using the nearby calibrator
source J2320]052. Fringe Ðtting was performed on
J2320]052 and the solutions were transferred directly to
B2319]051. The calibrated data were then imaged in
DIFMAP, using several iterations of cleaning and phaseonly self-calibration, with a solution interval of 5 minutes.

A1

A2

A

B

FIG. 3.ÈMERLIN 5 GHz observation of B2319]051 taken 1998 February 24. The lowest contour is at ^1% of the map peak of 42.4 mJy
beam~1, and contour levels increase by factors of 2. The synthesized beam
is 0A. 091 ] 0A. 048 at 21¡.9. The data have been naturally weighted.

Maps from the deep observation are presented in Figure 4
and have an rms noise of 50 kJy beam~1. Each of the radio
components is resolved into a pair of compact subcomponents (A1 and A2, B1 and B2), indicative of a ““ coreknot ÏÏ source morphology. In addition, we identify a very
weak emission feature (A3) as the beginning of a radio jet
connecting A1 and A2. A corresponding feature is not
obvious in B, but its detection is greatly hindered by the
decreased Ñux density and angular size of the component.

B2

B1

A3

FIG. 4.ÈVLBA 5 GHz observation of B2319]051 taken 2000 September 18. The beam is 3.7 ] 1.8 mas at [2¡.5. The data have been naturally weighted.
L eft : component A. The lowest contour is at ^1% of the map peak of 30.1 mJy beam~1, and contour levels increase by factors of 2. (b) Right : component B.
The lowest contour is at ^3% of the map peak of 5.9 mJy beam~1, and contour levels increase by factors of 2.
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TABLE 2
VLBA DATA FOR B2319]051

Component
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

*R.A.
(arcsec)
[0
[0
]0
]0

0
0203
0030
0113
0188

*decl.
(arcsec)
[0
[0
[1
[1

0
0037
0024
3638
3638

S
5
(mJy)

S
1.7
(mJy)

31.0
8.3
0.8
6.2
1.9

42.7
14.4
9.4
9.2
2.8

NOTES.ÈPositions are from the 2000 September 18 5 GHz
observation and are o†set from R.A. 23h21m40s. 8015, decl.
]05¡27@37A. 2252 (J2000.0). Flux densities are listed for both the
5 and 1.7 GHz VLBA observations. Model-Ðtting errors are
approximately ^0.1 mas for positions A1, A2, B1, and B2. The
positional error for A3 is substantially larger (^1 mas). Uncertainties on the Ñux densities are ^5%.

B1 does, however, appear to be slightly extended along the
east-west direction, possibly signaling the presence of this
emission feature. While the maps we present employ natural
visibility weighting, the higher resolution obtained by
switching to uniform weighting is more than o†set by the
decreased sensitivity and did not improve the analysis. The
visibility data were well Ðtted by a total of Ðve compact (\1
mas) Gaussian components, using iterated cycles of modelÐtting and phase-only self-calibration. The positions and
Ñux densities of the subcomponents are listed in Table 2.
Deep 1.7 GHz VLBA observations of B2319]051 were
obtained on 1999 August 12. The total integration time was
12 hr. Phase referencing and fringe Ðtting were performed
with the nearby JVAS source J2322]082. The calibration
and imaging procedures were identical to those described
above. The resulting maps have an rms noise of 55 kJy
beam~1 and are displayed in Figure 5. The substructure
observed in the 1.7 GHz maps matches that detected at 5
GHz. The data were modeled by Ðve Gaussian components
that closely correspond to those derived from the 5 GHz

A1

A2
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observations. Table 2 lists the Ñux densities of these components. The residual map was searched for evidence of
faint compact emission features that could be associated
with a third ““ odd ÏÏ image of the source (Rusin & Ma 2001),
but none were found down to the detection threshold.
The milliarcsecond-scale substructure of the B2319]051
radio components contains the unmistakable signature of
gravitational lensing. First, components A and B share
nearly identical morphologies, as would be expected for
images of a common background source. Second, the relative inversion of the radio components is a textbook
example of lensing-induced parity reversal (e.g., Schneider,
Ehlers, & Falco 1992). Third, the brighter component (A)
covers a larger angular size, consistent with the conservation of surface brightness by gravitational lensing. Taken
together, these observations o†er compelling evidence that
B2319]051 is a gravitational lens system.
Finally, we searched for changes in the substructure of
the B2319]051 radio images by comparing the relative
positions of the core and knot subcomponents in the 1997
and 2000 VLBA 5 GHz data. The likelihood of detecting
evolving superluminal jets is expected to be enhanced for
lensed radio sources, as magniÐcation would increase the
apparent transverse velocity. Jet evolution may o†er useful
constraints on the mass model, in particular on the local
magniÐcation matrices, but this e†ect has not yet been
observed in any gravitational lens system. We Ðnd that the
A1ÈA2 and B1ÈB2 separations in the 1997 and 2000 data
sets are each consistent to within 0.1 mas. Our tests indicate
that this is close to the reliability limit of DIFMAP model
Ðtting. Consequently, there is no evidence for evolving radio
substructure in B2319]051 at this time.
3. HST

IMAGING AND ASTROMETRY

HST observations of B2319]051 were obtained on 1998
May 30 with the Near-Infrared Camera and Multi-Object

B2

B1

FIG. 5.ÈVLBA 1.7 GHz observation of B2319]051 taken 1999 August 12. The beam is 10.3 ] 5.1 mas at [2¡.6. The data have been naturally weighted.
L eft : component A. The lowest contour is at ^0.5% of the map peak of 46.8 mJy beam~1, and contour levels increase by factors of 2. Right : component B.
The lowest contour is at ^2.5% of the map peak of 6.3 mJy beam~1, and contour levels increase by factors of 2.
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TABLE 3

NICMOS GALAXY POSITIONS AND INTEGRATED
MAGNITUDES FOR B2319]051

Component

*R.A.
(arcsec)

*decl.
(arcsec)

G1 . . . . . . . . . .
G2a . . . . . . . .
G2b . . . . . . . .

0
[2 257
[2 957

0
2 421
1 777

m
F160W
18.2
19.1

NOTE.ÈThe errors on the positions are
^0A. 015. The errors on the magnitudes are ^0.15.

Spectrometer (NICMOS). The F160W Ðlter, which is centered at 1.6 km and corresponds roughly to ground-based
H band, was used. The observations used the NIC2 camera,
with a detector scale of 75 mas pixel~1 and a Ðeld of view of
19A. 2 ] 19A. 2. The total exposure time was 2624 s. The data
were subjected to the standard NICMOS calibration pipeline, involving bias and dark current subtraction, Ñat-Ðeld
correction, cosmic-ray removal, and photometric calibration. The Ðnal image is displayed in Figure 6a. A bright
elliptical galaxy (G1) is observed at the position of the radio
system, but no counterparts to the radio images are
detected. This suggests a very optically faint lensed source,
similar to B1127]385 (Koopmans et al. 1999) or
B1933]503 (Marlow et al. 1999a). The observation of a
galaxy close to the expected position does, however, satisfy
an important criterion of the lensing hypothesis. A second,
irregular galaxy (G2) lies 3A. 4 to the northwest of G1. A
contour plot of the NICMOS image (Fig. 6b) clearly shows
that G2 is composed of two subcomponents (G2a and G2b).
Photometry and relative astrometry were performed on
G1 and G2 (Table 3). The elliptical surface brightness
proÐle of G1 has an axis ratio of 0.63 ^ 0.02 (at the outmost
isophote) and a position angle of 52¡ ^ 5¡. The integrated
F160W magnitudes are 18.2 and 19.1 for G1 and G2,
respectively, with an uncertainty of ^0.15. Recent spectro-
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scopic observations using the Low Resolution Imaging
Spectrograph (LRIS) on the W. M. Keck telescope have
demonstrated that the galaxies are not physically associated : z \ 0.624 and z \ 0.588 (Lubin et al. 2000). The
G1
G2
spectrum of G1 is consistent with an early-type galaxy. G1
has approximately the luminosity of an E/S0 L * galaxy,
including a K-correction but no evolutionary correction
(Poggianti 1997). The spectrum of G2 shows strong Balmer
absorption lines which, when combined with the irregular
morphology, suggest an interacting or merging system.
The absence of detectable counterparts to the lensed
radio components means that we cannot determine the
positions of the galaxies relative to the images by using any
one data set. We therefore attempted to extract the absolute
coordinates of G1 from the Keck observations of Lubin et
al. (2000). Reference stars were selected from the USNO
A2.0 Catalog (Monet et al. 1996) and the astrometric solutions were calculated using Judy CohenÏs COORDINATES
program, which takes into account the distortions introduced by the LRIS optics. Eight unsaturated reference stars
were selected for the program, and the estimated Ðnal rms
position error is 0A. 45. Unfortunately, the saturation of
many reference stars in the Keck image makes subpixel
accuracy impossible with the current data set. With the
solutions from the COORDINATES program, we have
determined the position of G1 to be R.A. \ 23h21m40s. 817,
decl.\]05¡27@36A. 57 (J2000.0). Based on the VLBA positions of the lensed radio components, this would place G1
at (0A. 27, [0A. 66) relative to A1, roughly between the two
lensed images.
4.

MASS MODELING

B2319]051 presents a greater modeling challenge than
many two-image gravitational lens systems because of the
lack of detected optical or infrared counterparts to the

G2a

G2
G1

G1
G2b

FIG. 6.ÈNICMOS F160W images of B2319]051. North is up ; east is left. The area shown is 6A. 0 ] 6A. 0. L eft, Ðnal map ; right, contour map. The contour
levels are (1, 2, 3, . . . , 28) times rms noise in the image. Note the absence of any counterparts to the lensed radio images, and the two surface brightness peaks
of G2.
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lensed radio components. Though the astrometry is not
adequate to Ðx robustly the position of the lensing galaxy at
this time, the milliarcsecond-scale radio substructure o†ers
a sufficient number of constraints to test simple mass
models. In this analysis we use the eight coordinates (x, y) of
A1, A2, B1, and B2, as well as the two 5 GHz Ñux density
ratios r \ o S /S o and r \ o S /S o . Modeling was
1
B1 A1
2
B2 A2
performed with an image plane minimization (Kochanek
1991), which optimized the Ðt statistic

C

D

(x@ [ x )2 (y@ [ y )2
i
i ] i
i
;
*x2
*y2
i
i
i/A1,A2,B1,B2
(r@ [ r )2
i
i ,
] ;
(1)
*r2
i/1,2
i
where primed quantities are model-predicted and unprimed
quantities are observed. We assumed a tolerance of
*x \ *y \ 0.1 mas on the image positions and 5% on each
of the Ñux densities (*r ^ 7%) to account for possible modeling errors and source variability. A Ñat ) \ 0.7 universe
"
with H \ 100 h km s ~1 Mpc ~1 and a source
redshift of
0
z \ 1.5 were assumed for all calculations.
We Ðrst modeled B2319]051 by using a singular isothermal ellipsoid mass distribution (SIE ; Kormann, Schneider,
& Bartelmann 1994) with surface density
s2 \

&(x, y) \

p2
Jf
,
2G Jx2 ] f 2y2

(2)

where p is the line-of-sight velocity dispersion and f is the
projected axial ratio. Including the four parameters
required to describe the unlensed source subcomponents,
the model has nine free parameters. Consequently, the
number of degrees of freedom (NDF) is one. Not only does
the model o†er a rather poor Ðt to the radio data (s2/
NDF \ 3.1), but the mass distribution is predicted to lie at
a position angle of ^[30¡, nearly orthogonal to that of the
observed surface brightness of G1. This is unlikely to be a
consistent scenario, as modeling studies have demonstrated
that lensing mass distributions are typically well aligned
with the light (Keeton, Kochanek, & Falco 1998). Fixing
the mass distribution at the observed galaxy position angle
of 52¡ leads to an unacceptable Ðt. Even when the coordinate uncertainties are relaxed to a very liberal 1 mas, s2/
NDF \ 14 for NDF \ 2, with mismatch of the
subcomponent positions dominating the Ðt statistic. We
interpret the poor performance of the single-galaxy model
as evidence that external shear is signiÐcantly inÑuencing
the lensing potential. Because the SIE model requires an
ellipticity oriented at ^[30¡, galaxies along this axis are
likely to be responsible for the shear. Lubin et al. (2000)
detect several galaxies, including G2, to the northwest of the
system. These are likely candidates for the perturbing mass.
We therefore expanded the lens model to include an
external shear Ðeld of constant direction and magnitude. To
reduce the number of free parameters and ensure a constrained model, we set the position angle and axial ratio of
the SIE to the observed values of the G1 surface brightness.
The SIE ] shear model provides a much improved Ðt to the
radio data (s2/NDF \ 0.45 with NDF \ 1). The optimized
model parameters are listed in Table 4. The critical structure of the model is plotted in Figure 7. The preferred shear
Ðeld has magnitude c \ 0.14 and position angle [22¡. G2 is
unlikely to account for all the model-predicted shear, unless
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TABLE 4
BEST-FIT SIE ] SHEAR MODEL PARAMETERS
FOR B2319]051
Parameter

Model

f ...............
G1
p ..............
G1
(x, y) . . . . . . . . . .
G1
P.A. . . . . . . . . . . .
G1
c .................
P.A. . . . . . . . . . . . .
c
(x, y)
.........
src1
(x, y)
.........
src2
k
...........
A1,A2
k
...........
B1,B2
*t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s2/NDF . . . . . . . . .

0.63
237.7 km s~1
(]0A. 2085, [0A. 7891)
]52¡
0.141
[22¡.4
(]0A. 2809, [0A. 7606)
(]0A. 2787, [0A. 7583)
]12.73, ]11.82
[2.62, [2.61
17.8 h~1 days
0.45

NOTES.ÈAll values assume a Ñat ) \ 0.7
"
cosmology. Listed are the Ðxed surface density
axial ratio, f , velocity dispersion, p , coorG1 angle,
dinates, (x, G1
y) , and Ðxed position
G1
P.A. , for the SIE ; magnitude, c, and posiG1
tion angle, P.A. , for the external shear ; and
recovered sourcec coordinates, (x, y) , predictsrc
ed magniÐcations, k, and time delay, *t. The
image positions are reproduced almost
exactly and are not listed.

it has a much higher mass-to-light ratio than G1. (An isothermal mass distribution at 3A. 4 requires a velocity dispersion of ^260 km s~1 to produce a shear Ðeld with c \ 0.14.)
The position of the lensing galaxy (0A. 21, [0A. 79) agrees well
with that derived from our LRIS astrometry. The predicted
time delay between components A and B is ^18 h~1 days
for a Ñat ) \ 0.7 cosmology.
"

FIG. 7.ÈCritical curve (thick line) and caustics (thin lines) of the
SIE ] shear lens model, showing the recovered source position ( Ðlled
circle), the positions of the images (open circles), and the center of the SIE
(circle with cross-hairs). Dashed lines denote contours of constant time
delay in increments of 4.45 h~1 days outward from the global minimum at
image A. The caustics are o†set from the position of the lensing galaxy
because of our choice of ““ centering ÏÏ the shear at (0, 0). This has no e†ect
on the optimized model parameters or predicted time delay.
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

VLA and MERLIN observations of CLASS B2319]051
show two compact radio components separated by 1A. 36.
Both components have virtually identical radio spectra
between 1.4 and 15 GHz, consistent with their being images
of a single background source. VLBA 5 GHz observations
resolve each of the components into a pair of compact subcomponents. VLBA 1.7 GHz observations conÐrm this
Ðnding. The similar morphologies, consistent angular sizes,
and relative inversion of the radio components provide
powerful evidence to support the lensing hypothesis. HST /
NICMOS imaging has revealed a bright elliptical galaxy at
the expected position, along with a second irregular galaxy
3A. 4 to the northwest. Infrared counterparts to the radio
components were not detected in this observation.
However, the radio spectra and substructure, along with the
identiÐcation of a lensing galaxy, argue that B2319]051 is,
indeed, a genuine gravitational lens system.
Preliminary mass modeling has demonstrated that an
isolated galaxy is unable to account for the VLBA substructure while remaining consistent with the properties of the
lensing galaxy G1. Because an isolated SIE is required to be
oriented nearly perpendicular to the observed surface
brightness of G1, nearby galaxies may be contributing signiÐcant ellipticity to the lensing potential. The introduction
of external shear allows for an excellent Ðt to the data, even
when the position angle and axial ratio of the SIE are Ðxed
to match the G1 surface brightness. The favored shear
direction is consistent with mass distributions located to the
northwest of G1, as detected by Lubin et al. (2000). Considering our inability to Ðx robustly the position of the
primary lensing mass relative to the lensed images, it is
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quite remarkable that the simple substructure in the
B2319]051 radio components not only strongly excludes
an isolated galaxy model but also selects a reasonable direction for the external shear Ðeld.
Of paramount importance to future studies of
B2319]051 is the detection of optical or infrared counterparts to the lensed images. The positions of these images
relative to the lensing galaxy will provide an essential check
for our preliminary modeling attempt, while o†ering additional constraints for the construction of more realistic
mass models. The detection of these images would also be a
Ðrst step toward measuring the source redshift, which is a
vital ingredient for Hubble constant determination.
B2319]051 is currently being monitored as part of a large
VLA program to measure time delays in JVAS and CLASS
gravitational lens systems.
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